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By B.J. English 
Quite often, students at 
ASC admit that they don't 
have a clue as to who is 
president of the school. 
Some have said his name is 
Butler....(he's actually the 
vice president) or Buck 
(he's head of student af­
fairs). Others have heard 
that it is Steven Steagal, or 
John Spiegle. That is actu­
ally John Ste gall they are 
talking about and he is Vice 
President of Business Af­
fairs. So, will the real presi­
dent please stand up? 
When we asked the real 
president, um...what's his 
name....oh, yeah, President 
Bush...No wait a minute...it 
starts with a 'B' 
um....Burnett, that's it, 
Robert Burnett...uh, now 
where were we....oh yeah, 
when we asked President 
Burnett ho w he felt about 
being a faceless monster 
that students were afraid to 
approach, he seemed a bit 
amused, but nonetheless 
concerned, and agreed to an 
interview that might allow 
us to get a closer look at 
the real Burnett behind the 
"monster" image. 
Burnett grew up as a 
public school student in 
Spartanburg, So uth Caro­
lina where he won a full 
scholarship to attend 
Woffard College in that 
same city. As a college stu­
dent in his own home town, 
Burnett ch ose to board at 
the dorms at school, ma­
jored in Economics and got 
involved in the ROTC pro­
gram. He later served 2 
years with the milit ary and 
was stationed in El Paso, 
Texas where he met his 
wife-to-be Mary on a blind 
date. 
Three days after getting 
out of the army, he and 
Mary were married in 1958 
and moved to Chapel Hill, 
North Carolina where he 
entered grad school in 
Modern European History. 
Their two children, both 
girls, were bom here. 
Burnett later taught at a 
small Methodist college 
before returning to teach at 
Chapel Hill. He later landed 
a job as the head of the his­
tory department at the Uni­
versity of Louisville, where 
he remained from 1966-
1978. While he was there, 
the history department went 
from a private to a state col­
lege and nearly doubled it's 
rate of growth. 
Burnett says that the job 
that most prepared him for 
his current position as 
president at ASC, was that 
of Ombudsman (a Swedish 
word meaning agent of the 
people) where he listened to 
people's concerns and tried 
to help resolve them. With 
over 15,000 students to deal 
with, Burnett got plenty of 
practice solving problems. 
He even came up with a so­
lution to help defend law 
students in a conflict 
against faculty. See, he's 
not such a bad guy after all. 
Burnett says that the 
key to solving most prob­
lems is to use common 
sense and to communicate. 
The communication part of 
the problem solving pro­
cess works best at smaller 
schools and was one of the 
reasons why Burnett left the 
University to work at ASC. 
"The University grew too 
soon too fast," said Burnett, 
who was not happy with the 
impersonal atmosphere 
there. 
Burnett was hired by 
Dean Probst to serve as the 
Dean of Arts and Sciences 
for two years. At that time, 
President Ashmore hired 
him as Vice President, but 
not without opposition. It 
wasn't that Burnett was not 
qualified for the position, 
but rather due to the fact 
that because of a tight bud­
get, Ashmore did not ap­
point a search committee. 
This act sent the faculty in 
an uproar, but eventually 
things were ironed out. 
Burnett became the per­
manent president of ASC in 
1984 and has seen a lot of 
changes, running from the 
1980's attempt to merge 
Savannah State and 
Armstrong State into one 
unit, to the growth of ASC 
to near Un iversity status. 
Since the failed merger, 
ASC has flourished and 
student enrollment has al­
most doubled. 
Burnett stated that 
things have gotten a lot bet­
ter for ASC and credits this 
in part to the leadership of 
Governor Zell Miller and 
the new Chancellor of the 
University System. Burnett 
says he sees the current era 
as "a golden age of higher 
education." 
Burnett did not provide 
us with too many insights 
into his private life, but did 
admit that he was not very 
much of a competitive ath­
lete in college and though 
he enjoyed playing tennis 
and swimming, he chose to 
take a more academic 
route. He even served as an 
editor for the college news­
paper and came very close 
to being fired for writing 
freely about the problems 
of the administration. 
Burnett remarked that 
education has changed a lot 
since the 1960's when col­
lege life was more bucolic 
and beer parties and panty 
raids were all the rave. Col­
leges were isolated and 
quiet before the troubles 
began with the Vietnam 
war. Then students became 
more involved in burning 
issues and controversies 
that made a great impact on 
their life decisions. 
When asked o f his fu­
ture plans at the college and 
whether he planned to re­
tire soon as rumor has sug­
gested, Bumett said that he 
had not committed to a year 
for retirement just yet. 
While he enjoys spending 
time with his two daughters 
(The oldest is an engineer 
with Texas Instruments and 
the youngest graduated 
from ASC with a degree in 
computer science) and just 
recently attended a play in 
Houston, Texas in which 
his grandson was the s tar, 
Burnett says that he 
wants to leave ASC in good 
condition and wants to see 
a number of projects 
through. 
Those projects include 
seeing ASC through to Uni­
versity status, making cer­
tain the new building is 
completed and running 
well, leaving the advance­
ment of fice in stable con­
dition (a former president 
of the alumni just left the 
college over one million 
dollars, the first 7 figure gift 
the college has ever re­
ceived) and ensuring that 
quality faculty continue to 
be hired to ensure the 
legacy. "Ashmore left a 
good foundation and I cer­
tainly want to leave a good 
foundation", said Burnett. 
He admitted tha t he is 
often frustrated by the re-
occurring problems at ASC 
and sees the lack of com­
munication between, stu­
dents, faculty and adminis­
trators as something that 
needs to be addressed more 
fully. 
In high school, Burnett 
said he was voted friendli­
est and the most depend­
able and though he never 
had a nick name, he said 
that at the time, Gene 
Autry's side kick Smiley 
Burnett was one of his fa­
vorite characters and he is 
surprised that none of his 
friends picked up on it and 
called him that. 
While Smiley, isn't exactly 
the nickname many stu­
dents and professors would 
use to describe Burnett, he 
is at least willing to listen 
to solutions to problems 
and work to provide an­
swers to students questions. 
We will continue our inter­
view with President Burnett 
on Page 3 of this issue and 
let you know what he has 
to say about the issue s of 
daycare, handicapped ac­
cess to buildings, the park­
ing problem, as well as give 
you an update on what i s 
going on with the women's 
basket ball coaches. 
Inteview Continued on Page 3 
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The Growing Campus Debate 
On Affirmative Action 
By Colleen DeBaise 
College Press Service 
AUSTIN, Texas—Brandon Bichler, a 
University of Texas senior, says he is 
not sure where he stands on the issue 
of affirmative action. 
It's not that h e hasn't thought a 
lot about the issue. As the moderator 
of several debates on the topic at the 
University of Texas, Bichler has had 
plenty of opportunity to hear argu­
ments for and against affirmative-ac­
tion policies. 
Yet the topic doesn't lend itself to 
easy answers, he has found. 
"What is the purpose of affirma­
tive action? To equalize the playing 
field," he said. "The question that 
keeps coming up is 'have we reached 
that plane?' It's clear that racism still 
exists in this society. To what extent 
should the government intervene?" 
University officials nationwide 
are struggling with these same ques­
tions as legal and political attacks on 
affirmative action have prompted 
many institutions to re-examine their 
admissions and scholarship policies. 
A Blow To Bakke 
Much of the recent national de­
bate has centered around the Univer­
sity of Texas, where a recent federal 
appeals-court decision barred the law 
school from considering race in ad­
mitting students. 
The decision in Hopwood v. 
Texas, issued March 19 by the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, 
only affects public universities in 
Texas, Mississippi and Louisiana. But 
what has shocked college officials 
nationwide is the court's rejection of 
the Supreme Court's 1978 decision in 
Regents of the University of Califor­
nia v. Bakke, which declared colleges 
could consider race as a way to pro­
mote diversity. 
Diversity has been the basis of 
most college affirmative-action pro­
grams ever since. 
The State of Texas has appealed 
the the Hopwood ruling to the U.S. 
Supreme Court, and universities have 
been granted a stay on the controver­
sial ruling until the Supreme Court 
decides whether it will hear the case. 
In the meanwhile, many conser­
vatives are cheering what they are call­
ing a dismantling of affirmative ac­
tion. 
"This is clearly another nail in the 
coffin of racial preferences," Clint 
Bolick, litigation director of the Insti­
tute of Justice, a conservative legal 
group, told the New York Times after 
the Texas ruling. 
"I think it would be a very costly 
Editorial Page J 
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gamble for any public university to 
persist in any kind of racial preference 
system," he said. "As an attorney, my 
advice to any university would be to 
get out of the racial classification busi­
ness." 
Re-examining Policies 
Already, some appear to be heeding 
that advice. 
In Georgia, Attorney General 
Mike Bowers recently called for an 
end to affirmative-action admission 
policies at state colleges and univer­
sities. In a letter dated April 9 to state 
schools Chancellor Stephen Portch, he 
recommended that state-run schools 
bring their admissions policies into 
compliance with federal court rulings 
such as Hopwood. 
"It has become very clear that the 
use of racial classifications of any kind 
are available only in the most narrow 
of circumstances," he wrote. 
This month, Texas suspended sev­
eral statewide minority-scholarship 
programs after concluding the 
Hopwood ruling also applied to finan­
cial aid as well. 
This latest blow to affirmative 
action follows other challenges within 
the past year. 
• Last May, the U.S. Court of Ap­
peals for the Fourth Circuit ended a 
scholarship program for blacks at the 
University of Maryland at College 
Park. 
• The University of California 
Board of Regents voted in July to drop 
race and gender preferences in hiring 
and admissions, sparking a bitter battle 
that has become a political one as well. 
This month, a statewide referendum 
barring the use of racial preferences 
in all California government programs 
officially qualified for the November 
ballot. 
Meanwhile, some students are de­
manding an end to policies that give 
preferences to minorities. 
University of North Carolina law 
student Jack W. Daly filed a lawsuit 
April 11 against UNC's Board of Gov­
ernors over a requirement that eig ht 
of its members be women and others 
be minority groups. 
"Because he is a white male, Jack 
Daly is not eligible to compete for 
these eight seats, half of which will 
come up for election in the Spring of 
1997," the suit states. 
Arid in the same week as the UNC 
suit, the UT law school was sued once 
again in federal court by a group of 
white and Asian-American students 
who claim that they, too, were dis­
criminated against by the school's af­
firmative-action policies. 
The students, who now are attend­
ing more costly, private law schools 
at Baylor and Southern Methodist 
Universities, are hoping to show that 
they have been financially hurt by the 
use of affirmative-action policies, their 
lawyer told reporters. 
Fighting Back 
But other students are fighting a 
national backlash against affirmative 
action. 
At several campuses within the 
University of California system, hun­
dreds of students have protested at 
meetings of the Board of Regents; 
dozens have been arrested. 
UT students have rallied on cam­
pus to express their concern that di­
versity would not be preserved with­
out race-preference policies. 
In fact, the appeals-court review 
of Hopwood revealed that without 
such policies, the UT law school 
would have admitted only nine blacks 
and 18 Hispanics out of a class of 500 
in 1992. Instead, the entering class 
included 41 blacks and 55 Hispanics. 
The Student Coalition for the De­
fense of Affirmative Action was 
formed by students on the Austin cam­
pus immediately after the Texas rul­
ing. About 600 students marched 
about four blocks to the Attorney 
General's office to urge the state to the 
Hopwood decision. 
Tito Garcia, a UT senior and the 
coalition's project coordinator, said 
students plan to work hand-in-hand 
with UT administrators to develop a 
revised admissions policy that would 
protect diversity. "What we want to 
encourage the university to do is de­
velop a policy that wil l look at other 
factors—essays, extracurricular ac­
tivities—not go to a complete num­
bers system." 
Like students and educators 
around the nation, Garcia is worried 
about the fact that blacks and Hispan­
ics often score lower on standardized 
tests than whites. Affirmative-action 
policies have long been regarded as a 
way to rectify that s ituation and in­
crease the pool of minority applicants. 
Donald Jones, a professor of law 
at the University of Miami, predicts 
that without race-preference policies, 
"what you're going to end up with is 
lily-white universities," he said. 
The Hopwood ruling against UT's 
race-preferential policies gives 
schools outside the Fifth Circuit an 
authority with which to end affirma­
tive action, he said. In its decision, the 
court declared that colleges could no 
longer use Regents of the University 
of California v. Bakke to justify affir­
mative action. 
continued on page 5 
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No Day Care, No Football, Plenty of Parking - The 
Semester System is Coming, but if you are in a Wheel 
Chair, Forget about attending Plays for a while. 
Daycare on campus? Not go­
ing to happen. According to 
Burnett, a daycare on campus is 
unlikely. Dr. Grace Martin con­
ducted a survey of several cam­
puses that had tried instituting on 
campus daycare and all lost money. 
According to Burnett, "there is no 
evidence that we can do anything 
but subsidize [daycare]. We have 
expanded curriculum to evenings 
and weekends to give more options 
for class scheduling. If there was a 
solution we felt we could support -
we would." 
Women's Basketball Coaches: 
have they filed a lawsuit? No, not 
a lawsuit, but a hearing has been 
set to bring up possible charges 
against the school. We'll let you 
know what we find out in later is­
sues. According to Burnett, "at this 
moment, their attorney is talking 
to our attorney." 
Parking improvements: looks 
like it's a reality for Fall of 96. The 
Parking lot near Victor Hall will be 
expanded and paved. At least 200 
new spaces will be added next to 
community park (the play ground 
in the woods next to the Health 
Professions Building). The park­
ing lot by the Sports Center will 
also be resurfaced and the lines re­
drawn to provide more spaces. 
While they are at it, the sink hole 
in Arts Drive will be repaired with 
the help of the county spurred on 
by Joe Mahaney. Burnett said that 
with the County's help, ASC will 
try to avoid a parking fee. 
The handicapped accessibility 
issue: it's still a problem that needs 
to be addressed more seriously if 
ASC wants to avoid a lawsuit. Ac­
cording to Burnett, part of the prob­
lem lies with the budget, "in that 
we were promised money at one 
time through the chancellors office 
and the legislature and it never 
came in." In response to why the 
library did not have a ramp lead­
ing to the front door, Burnett re­
sponded, "I don't know how much 
it costs to build those ramps, you'll 
have to talk to Dr. Buck or Vice 
President Stegall." 
"I know there's been a study of 
what the needs are here and we 
have tried to make some progress 
each year. I certainly am sensitive 
to this issue. I have a cousin who 
was very, very close, who was 
blind, so I grew up with the handi­
cap issue close to me and my fam­
ily." Burnett even met Helen Keller 
through his cousin's disability. He 
states that the budget is a limiting 
factor and that the school tries to 
make money available to class­
room accessibility first and that 
money has not been allocated for 
other areas that need improvement. 
Burnett stressed that the elevator 
in the student center had been put 
into place at a cost of $80,000, but 
felt areas like Jenkins Hall would 
never be made accessible because 
it would be cheaper to tear the 
building down and start from 
scratch than to try to make it ac­
cessible as is. 
When asked how the adminis­
tration could come up with funds 
to build a new gymnasium and not 
. to build a handicapped ramp, 
Burnett stated, "[Money] from the 
government has been allocated to 
other things. You've got to remem­
ber that new gymnasium was put 
on the capital priority list before 
Henry Ashmore left here. He left 
here in 1982. The handicapped is­
sues were not even in existence in 
this area in the seventies and early 
eighties. I thought we were mak-
ing some progress... [in handi­
capped improvements on campus]. 
Semester System: Scheduled to 
begin in the Fall of 1998. The fac­
ulty is currently working on re­
vamping the core curriculum to 
better match other colleges and 
universities already on the semes­
ter system. We will keep you 
posted on the progress. 
University Status: the Nomen­
clature and Identity Committee 
appointed by the Chancellor in the 
University System is currently re­
viewing ASC's request to be listed 
as a University. According to 
Burnett, "In almost every state, in­
stitutions of our size with graduate 
programs, applied research and 
large public services are called 
Universities. The Chancellor has 
informed me that [a decision] 
might be completed in June...might 
be." 
New classrooms: The new 
building will house up to 22 class­
rooms. The first floor will be class 
rooms and will have a mall [as in 
an open space] where students can 
gather. The second floor will house 
faculty from every school on cam­
pus. Forty-five percent of the fac­
ulty will have offices here. Victor 
Hall, near the newly planned park­
ing lot, will house all student ser­
vices, including Admissions, Reg­
istration, Financial Aid, the Busi­
ness Office, Tutoring and Learning 
Support. 
That's about all the information 
we gathered for you at this inter­
view. We asked about the notice­
able lack of black professors on 
campus, but were told that not even 
Savannah State could hire enough 
minority professors and that a rep­
resentative from Minority Affairs 
sat in on all hiring practices at the 
school to ensure there was no dis­
crimination. 
While we didn't ask President 
Burnett about a football team, we 
did hear from a reliable source that 
the problem again was a lack of 
funds. Also, something was said 
about having to have equal sports 
dollars or opportunities for 
women's sports being a deciding 
factor. We'd be glad to see some­
one research this further and write 
an article for us. 
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By B.J. English 
They call it the Scream Machine. 
It, is the steeply sloped delivery 
ramp that poses as ASC's excuse 
for a handicapped accessible route 
into the Memorial College Build­
ing facing Science Drive. They, are 
the nearly one dozen physically 
challenged students who are very 
accepting of a school that could end 
up with a whopping big lawsuit for 
failing to comply fully with federal 
mandates for providing handi­
capped access to all public facili­
ties on campus. 
Most of us tend to take for 
granted how easily we breeze about 
the campus. We don't notice little 
things like door stops nor do we 
linger on the impossibilities of how 
a man with a broken foot is sup­
posed to climb the stairs to use the 
bathroom in one of our four major 
halls. 
We don't tend to think much 
about door width or pavement that 
slants to the northwest as we are 
traveling southeast, but trust me, 
those are things you would think 
about if you had to travel about 
campus in a wheel chair. 
On Thursday, April 25, a few 
brave souls decided to participate 
in the wheel chair obstacle course. 
Under the guidance of volunteer­
ing Physical Therapy Students and 
those who run the obstacle course 
as a matter of necessity every day, 
teams of challengers set off in all 
directions to test their skills at get­
ting around campus without the use 
of their feet. 
Their assignment, should they 
choose to accept it, to wheel to the 
lunch room and buy a soda with 
ice from the cafeteria. Then, it was 
off to class in Solms Hall, but not 
without first stopping in for a bath­
room break. 
Some students were sent to the 
library to check out a video tape or 
to Xerox a page from a book. In 
all cases, the newly wheeleds dis­
covered that this marriage was 
definitely not one made in heaven, 
and chair divorce was beginning to 
look better as each bruised elbow 
banged into another door again and 
arm muscles ached from trying to 
keep the chairs on course. 
thing was up when they made me 
sign that statement not to sue in 
case of accidental death or dis­
memberment," joked one student 
as he wobbled off toward the caf­
eteria. CRRUNNCCHH-SCREEK 
went the metal foot rests of another 
as she tried to wheel herself over a 
break in the sidewalk where a root 
was growing through. "This is not 
as easy as it looks," was the com­
mon phrase for the day. As soon 
as one group of obstacle course 
challengers rolled in, another set 
out in search of adventure. 
Susan White gathered a group 
of challengers who had just re­
turned form the course to discuss 
their feelings about the adequacy 
of handicapped accessibility and 
the problems one might face as a 
handicapped student. 
Challengers were shocked to 
discover that something as simple 
as staying on the sidewalk and off 
the grass was complicated by slop­
ing sidewalks that made their 
chairs veer constantly in one direc­
tion. Just trying to push yourself 
in the chair to the top of a ramp 
and stay there as you reached for 
an unwielding door was a chal­
lenge in itself, but factor in swerv­
ing around pavement lumps and 
people and manipulating yourself 
around unwieldy sharp turns while 
swatting at gnats and you soon 
gained new respect for your free 
wheeling guides who seemed quite 
amused at your progress, or lack 
thereof. 
Cars parked facing the main 
campus on Science Drive proved 
troublesome, as their occupants 
had pulled their wheels to the curb 
and the car fronts stuck out a good 
two feet onto the sidewalk, com­
plicating maneuverability to no 
end. 
Volunteers allowed challengers 
to find their own way into build­
ings and it didn't take long to real­
ize that not every door entrance or 
sidewalk offered an accessible 
route into a building. In most build­
ings on campus, there is only one 
door designed as both entrance and 
exit and if you have to go to the 
bathroom, you'd better plan it very 
carefully, as entering the women's 
T • ,, , , room in Solms Hall requires ma-I should have known some- . j1 - . neuvenng around two doors and a 
series of blockades^ which require 
more skill than parallel parking a 
Buick in rush hour traffic. Once in 
the toilet stall, one quickly discov­
ers that both human and chair take 
up more room than the square foot­
age has allotted, and you'd better 
have good arm muscles, because 
there are no hand rails to guide you 
on your journey over. You just have 
to lift and swing and hope to make 
toilet fall without too much embar­
rassment, as the latch to your door 
won't close even if you could get 
your chair far enough back to 
swing the bulky door inward. 
The volunteers didn't make the 
challenge course any easier, but 
they did warn challengers to steer 
clear of the Scream Machine. 
According to building regula­
tions, a handicap ramp must be 
built with a minimum inclined 
slope of 12 inches for every inch 
of height and preferably, 16 inches 
of ramp for every inch in elevation. 
The "Scream Machine" doesn't 
even come close and only the brav­
est of souls with electronic brakes 
attempt this short cut through the 
Memorial College Center. 
Wheel chair bound students 
can't attend plays or lectures in 
Jenkins Hall. They can't walk 
across the stage to get their diplo­
mas or take the stairs when the el­
evator is out. They can't work in 
upstairs animal labs or attend 
classes in a number of the older 
buildings on campus. Often times 
they can't drink out of the water 
fountains: they are too high to 
reach, as are the light switches, 
paper towel boxes in the rest rooms 
and even the boxes in which the 
Inkwell's are kept. 
It's tough. You can't just cut 
across the grass and jump over 
those pesky ropes and wood piles 
when you are late for class. You 
can't follow your friends through 
the side door when the only ramp 
is way down on the other end. 
When you roll, your books fall off 
your lap. Your butt gets numb from 
sitting in one space for so long and 
you long to just get up and stretch 
and walk around, but you know it 
won't happen and you try to adjust 
and make the best of it without feel­
ing sorry for yourself. 
There are many kinds of dis­
abilities in the world. Some are not 
as limiting as others, but all are in­
convenient. Our disabilities divide 
us from others in some aspects and 
leaH us to special friendships in 
others. Some of us have been or 
still are, partly disabled. We can 
sympathize with what it must feel 
like not to be able to concentrate 
in class or how it feels not to be 
able to visit a friends house or at­
tend a party there because they 
smoke and we can't catch our 
breath or else they live in an up­
stairs apartment that we can't reach 
and they don't have an elevator to 
get there. We have to worry about 
whether they will have a bathroom 
we can use or whether there will 
be someone there that stares at us 
or asks why we look and act dif­
ferently from others, but for every 
limit we encounter, we devise a 
way to overcome it and go on. Life 
offers too many opportunities for 
the future to brood too deeply on 
the past. 
Disability Awareness Day 
should not be a one day a year 
event, but an everyday affair that 
helps us grow and understand one 
another a bit better. We look for­
ward to see ing more people take 
an interest in diverse groups and 
projects on campus and encourage 
everyone to get involved and to 
speak out when they see something 
that needs improvement or when 
they view something that they 
know is not right. Ignoring prob­
lems or claiming to be handicapped 
by lack of funds is taking the cow­
ards way out. We challenge all the 
administrators and decision mak­
ers on this campus to take the 
wheel chair challenge course and 
then, tell us they think that access 
to the buildings and bathrooms is 
adequate!! It's a different story 
when the wheel is on the other foot. 
Ouch... or are you decision mak­
ing money holders just too chicken 
to take the challenge? I dare you 
to give it a try and I guarantee you, 
you'll come away surprised that we 
haven't done any more than we 
have to make ASC an easier place 
to get around. Denying people ac­
cess to buildings, bathrooms and 
entertainment events on campus is 
a crude way to conduct business 
and we would hope that the needs 
of all people will be addressed with 
equal consideration. 
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The Graduate Student 
Coordinating Council Is looking 
for a few good students 
By Kevin M. Lynch 
In case you were unaware, 
our reputation in the commu­
nity. 
How can you help spend the 
continued from page 2 
"If you think of Bakke as steel, 
then Hopwood is acid," he said. "If 
you think of Bakke as a bridge over 
which minorities might cross, then 
Hopwood is a wrecking ball." 
The ruling also has created con­
fusion among universities in the Fifth 
Circuit, such as Louisiana State Uni­
versity, that have been court-ordered 
the week of April 29 through money? First, become an active >» i"^™nority enrollment, Jones 
, , 1 . ... cain hpv navp thp hiohpct nnccin p 
ers: 
May 3, 1996 was the Graduate member as either an officer or as 
Student Coordinating Council a council representative. 
(GSCC) Awareness Week. GSCC needs the following Offic-
That's right, another organiza­
tion screaming for your atten­




said. "They have the highest possible 
The just'f'cat'on f°r affirmative-action" 
yet may now find their procedures 
deemed unconstitutional, he said. 
On the other hand, Carl Cohen, a 
professor at the University of Michi­
gan and author of "Naked Racial Pref­
erence: The Case Against Affirmative 
Action," said he believes the Texas 
Chairperson, Vice-Chair 
person, Secretary/Treasurer. 
The following are needed as 
Council Members /Representa­
tives: two (2) students to repre-
Without going into the bor- sent the Department of Educa- s.j"'!';uc"cv"l',V?'' 
i rr • j.- j /i\ i. j i i. ruling could help minority students, ing stuff, GSCC is a campus or- tion, and one (1) student each J? „ , F _ , r . r .u £ n • Often, Cohen said, minority stu-ganization which represents the from the following programs: , . ,,. , , , ° , . . , f . . „ „ . . , T .. T t /Li. n • dents at Michigan and elsewhere com-graduate student body m all Crunmaljushce, Health Science, ^ 8fessors md other ^ 
ma ters concerning academics, History and Nursing, Also, one haye ^ 
welfare, administration and (1) student horn Deparhnentof ^^v^tarfoHthejesUn 
other services relative to the Education, Health Professions 
needs of graduate students. We and School of Arts and Science 
are like the counterparts of the are needed to serve as At-Large 
Student Government Associa- members. Breaking it down, the 
tion which represents the un- Council consists of nine (9) 
dergraduate student body. members and three (3) officers. 
Several attempts have been The second step involves the 
made by our predecessors to contribution of good ideas, 
make the GSCC a recognizable These ideas should be based on 
and viable organization on promoting ourselves and the 
campus. Past councils have School of Graduate Studies as 
adopted a Constitution, devel- well. Past predecessors have so-
oped and interpreted surveys, licited the graduate student 
published pamphlets, and solic- body for some suggestions of 
ited advice for future projects projects, and they have come up 
and organizational goals. How- with some good ones They has unfortu„aK to them; 
ever, we are missing one ttung. range from coffee socials, free 
WE N EED THE PART1CIPA- computer software classes, pro- 8 8 stigmatizing. 
color and not their skills. 
Although often that assumption is 
untrue, the fact that affirmative-action 
policies exist only serves to encour­
age it. 
"Preference by race undermines 
relations between the races and under­
mines the credentials of the best mi­
nority students," Cohen said. 
Lowering admissions require­
ments for minorities often allows 
weaker students to enter the univer­
sity, he said. When that happens, "you 
reinforce the stereotype," he said. 
"Preference given to minority groups 
TION OF GRADUATE STU­
DENTS. We basically have the 
ground work laid down for 
us...we have the authority...we 
viding funds for graduate stu- .. , ... . , , v 11 j It s humiliating. It s a disaster, dent travel when conducting b 
thesis projects, providing grants 
for assisting in publishing ar-
istration... we even have 
MONEY...but no one to tell us 
how to spend it. That's why 
we are important, WE HAVE 
MONEY. 
The Debate Goes On 
While the University of Texas 
awaits to see if the U.S. Supreme 
Court will review the Hopwood case, 
the debate on affirmative action con­
tinues at the Austin campus. 
According to Bichler, the debates 
have the support of the Admin- tides in professional journals, 
and establishing our graduate 
school as the center of informa­
tion on controversial issues 
which can be addressed through 
c -J rvLvuiuiiit IU iiiuuwi, uiu uouait-aopen forum and symposiums & „ , , ,, Ch , n . £ often are heated. On one hand, the Stu-
Now that I have you on the Recent suggestions are: freer*- dem CoaMon for ^ Defense of Af 
edge of your seats, let me pro- view courses for the MAT/GRE 
vide you with some brief facts or GMAT and inquiring on how 
about how to become eligible to to relax the parking regulations 
spend GSCC funds. You must on campus after 5pm. 
be; (1) considered a graduate If you have any guidance or 
student in "good standings", as some spare time to donate, 
defined by the Graduate Cata- please call me...(Kevin M. 
log page 11, (2) be able to at- Lynch) I m the Graduate Assis­
ted at least one meeting per tant for Student Slices an Ex-
month, (3) serve at least four Officio member of the GSCC. I 
quarters as a council member or can be reached at 927-5271 If 
officer and (5) present some you are on campus I m located 
r m the office of Student Affairs. 
firmative Action argues that affirma­
tive-action polices help increase the 
pool of minority applicants and pro­
mote diversity. The Young Conserva­
tives of Texas, on the other hand, 
reject the notion that any student 
should be given preferential treat­
ment. 
Michael George, a UT sopho­
more and chair of the Young Con­
servatives, contends that not con­
sidering race is "the only way we'll 
have color-blind society." 
He added that affirmative ac­
tion "served it's time and place in 
history [the 1960s and 1970s], but 
now it's overdone." 
But students such as Marlen 
Whitley, a UT junior and member 
of the Student Coalition, counters 
that much still needs to be done to 
increase the number of minorities 
on college campuses. 
"I don't think this country has 
come far enough to where they can 
pull the rug from underneath his­
toric disadvantaged groups," said 
Whitley, who also is the director 
of the Minority Student Informa­
tion Center. 
Whitley said he worries for a 
friend, a Hispanic senior who is 
applying to the UT law school. 
"His scores might not be in the 
top percentage," Whitley said, "but 
I'm sure he's faced and overcome 
obstacles . . . that other students 
haven't. To not consider race 
would not be allowing him to be a 
total person." 
During the debates, which of­
ten find George and Whitley spar­
ring, Bichler is surprised at how 
many people, like himself, do not 
have opinions but rather are just 
trying to understand the issue. 
To that extent, "it's been help­
ful to bring this question up for 
debate," he said. "The most impor­
tant thing is to realize what the facts 
are. 
"We're information-gathering 
at this point. Everybody's rethink­
ing affirmative action. I see that as 
a positive," he said. 
ideas which can promote our 




Disciples of tbe Crinity 
Metropolitan Community Church 
Worship with us at 6:30 p.m. 
321 York Street 
231-1065 
(regardless of what you may have heard). 
The name that deno tes a Savannah church, where modern-day disciples welcome 
men, women, children and people of color, in fact all people to share and 
experience God's inclusive love. A church where faith is the l ife we live, not the 
creed we profess. 




By College Press Service 
NEW YORK—Stephanie Welsh, a 
December graduate of Syracuse 
University, has something to add 
to her resume that most 22-year-
olds can not... a Pulitzer Prize. 
Welsh became the prestigious 
competition's youngest winner 
April 8, winning the award for fea­
ture photography for what the 
Pulitzer-Prize board called a 
"shocking sequence" of 15 photos 
of a circumcision rite on an Afri­
can village girl. 
The photographs were taken last 
year while Walsh, then a photojour-
nalism major at SU's S.I. 
Newhouse School of Public Com­
munications, was interning for The 
Nation newspaper in Kenya. The 
photographs were published by 
Newhouse News Service. 
The photos tell the story of a teen­
age girl preparing for and under­
going circumcision, which in­
cludes cutting off the labia and cli­
toris with a razor blade. Though 
widely condemned as abusive of 
women, the practice is widespread 
through much of Africa and the 
Middle East, where it is thought to 
promote chastity and purity. 
"As a woman and as a human be­
ing, it was probably the thing I felt 
the most negative emotions about," 
Welsh said. "It was the most brutal 
thing I'd ever experienced. It 
wasn't something you could just let 
go" 
Outsiders are not often allowed to 
watch the practice, and Welsh had 
to persuade the villagers to accept 
her. She lived with a family in their 
cow-dung-and-straw house and 
drank a common mixture there of 
goat milk and cow blood. 
Welsh now is an intern in the pho­
tography department at the Palm 
Beach (Fla.) Post. 
April 10 after the two left the 
group's meeting, police said. 
Rex T. Chao, a 19-year-old 
political science major from Port 
Washington, N.Y., was shot in the 
head and the chest as the two con­
fronted each other near a grove of 
trees by the school's library. 
Robert John Harwood, 22, of 
Bradford, R.I., was arrested and 
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Five members of the fraternity 
have been arrested and charged 
'Everything's cool. It's a beautiful with aggravated assault, reckless 
day. Everyone's getting high, said endangerment and conspiracy in 
connection with the case, police 
said. They are Timothy Jones, a Pitt 
student; Iman Jones, a Pitt gradu­
ate; and Eric Cofield, Milton 
Robinson and Dayman Williams, 
all former Pitt students not cur­
rently enrolled at the university. 
Timothy Jones, who is not related 
also was charged with a hand gun 
violation, a felony. 
Witnesses told police that Harwood 
had handed out inflammatory lit­
erature attacking Chao's character 
at the meeting. Harwood later fol­
lowed Chao and his girlfriend to 
The incident allegedly happened at 
an off-campus location when the 
two students were being initiated 
into the Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity. 
"Apparently .. . they were beaten 
with wooden canes or rods of some 
sort for an hour," said Ken Service, 
John Sinclair, one of the event's 
founders and a long-time mari­
juana activist from New Orleans, 
according to AP reports. 
About 5,000 people, many 
wearing tie-dye shirts and sun­
glasses, attended the April 6 rally 
to promote marijuana legalization. A imuuiy JUI1CS>5 WI1U 1S n0l related 
charged with murder. Harwood, The hourlong Hash Bash featured t0 Iman jones> has been suspended 
who is being held in an area jail, speakers who tried to differentiate from the unjversjty 
marijuana from other drugs, and 
who focused on its medical use to 
treat pain. 
The annual event is sponsored 
by the Ann Arbor-based Hash Bash 
Coalition, not the University of 
" _ Michigan, which does not condone sun Ior an noiuv saia Ren; 
the grove, where he shot Chao in he use of an rllegal substance, said a universit spokesperson 
the head, then stood over him and Janet Mendler, a UM spokesper- Tw0 0(her jb| f 
firedasecondshotintothevictim's son. members,arebeingsoughtincon 
chest, witnesses toid pohee. The university has tried to keep the „ectio„ with the incMe„\ Service 
They had a long-term or ongoing group off its campus but has been said The universi is con 
dispute, said Agent Robert thwarted by a court ruling that says „n • • ; • 
Weinhold, a spokesperson for the such efforts block the group's right with Jpi^'poto fC-
Baltimore police department. to free expression. ment 
Chao, a sophomore, was a violin- "The university is not happy The nine-member fraternity, which 
to be associated with something 
that has this wonderful name 'Hash 
Bash,"' she said, adding that most 
Michigan students do not attend the 
rally. 
disliked Harwood, a post-senior Police arrested 68 people—none of ^at,0I|1] *s f°mpl®ted' the univer" 
who had completed his require- them students—at this year's Hash frate^jt membU 1C'al hearing for 
ments and was to graduate in May. Bash, and most were charged with , rn ers. 
possession of a controlled sub- DePe"d">S "P™ the results of the 
stance, a misdemeanor that carries 
a $1,000 fine. One student was ar­
rested for selling T-shirts without 
a university permit, Mendler said. 
ist for the Johns Hopkins Sym 
phony Orchestra as well as presi­
dent of the College Republicans. 
Larry Benedict, dean of student 
affairs, said the student knew and 
does not have an on-campus house, 
"was suspended as soon as the uni­
versity found out about the inci­
dent," Service said. After the inves­
tigation is co pleted, the univer-
My personal understanding is that 
these two young men had been 
friends," but the relationship had 
broken down last fall, Benedict 
said. The university did not know 
if the dispute was over political 
beliefs, he said. 
Interim President Daniel Nathans 
told a news conference that "it's a 
sad day for Johns Hopkins Univer­
sity," and that counseling centers 
had been set up on campus for stu­





By College Press Service 
BALTIMORE—The student 
leader of the college Republican 
group at Johns Hopkins University 
was fatally shot by another student 
Hash Bash Comes 
U of Pitt Pledge In 
Critical Condition 
Following Hazing 
By Colleen DeBaise 
College Press Service 
PITTSBURGH—A University of 
Pittsburgh student has been placed 
on a kidney-dialysis machine after 
hearing, the fraternity could be 
banned from the university. 
In February 1994, the chapter of 
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity at 
Southeast Missouri State was per­
manently banned from campus af­
ter a student died. Davis died after 
enduring punches to the head and 
the body during an all-night initia­
tion. After collapsing outside, he 
was brought to an off-campus 
apartment. He was left alone for 
more than 12 hours and never re­
gained consciousness. 
In possibly the largest case of its 
kind, 16 men with ties to Davis' 
he was severely beaten during a Kina 
Again To Ann Arbor It™* haz'"g incidem'say po" fra,e™y «found guilty 
By College Press Service Santana Kenner-Henderson a 20- I'Von''™? °"e raember served 
ANN ARBOR, Mich.— year-old pledge of Kappa Alpha Psi "TK 3YJ3'. SENTENCE-
Crowds chanted "Hemp, hemp, fraternity, remains in critical con H !? "te °f p3SS3ge a" 
hooray" and the pungent smell of dition a week after the incident *1 f ^ S3yS y°U h3VC 
marijuana smoke filled the air at Another student, Byron Woodson' n 8 S°me h3rdship t0 re" 
the 25th annual Hash Bash on the 18, also was beaten but treated and „ Tr?"? accomPIishment' 
University of Michigan campus. released from an area hospital. ^ llntinuedon^'7exeCUt'Ve 
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director of the national Pan-Hel­
lenic Council in Bloomington, Ind., 
the umbrella organization of the 
nation's eight black fraternities and 
sororities. "We have to figure out 
what young people need for these 
moments of fulfillment without 
putting them through these nega­
tive, humiliating and often danger­
ous experiences." 
The Fraternity Executives Associa­
tion, an organization of national 
fraternity heads, defines hazing as 
"any action taken or situation cre­
ated, intentionally, whether on or 
off fraternity premises, to produce 
mental physical discomfort, em­
barrassment, harassment or ridi­
cule." 
U of Nebraska 
Christian Student 
Can Live Off Campus, 
Judge Rules 
By Colleen DeBaise 
College Press Service 
KEARNEY, Neb.—A devout 
Christian student at the University 
of Nebraska at Kearney will be al­
lowed to live off campus, despite a 
rule that requires most freshman to 
live in the dorms. 
A federal judge has ruled in 
favor of Douglas Rader, a UNK 
freshman, who had sued to live off 
campus because of his religious 
beliefs. 
Before classes started at the 
UNK last fall, Rader asked to be 
excused from a university rule that 
says all freshman under 19 must 
live on-campus. 
"The obnoxious alcohol parties 
in the dormitories, the immoral at­
mosphere, and the intolerance to­
wards those who profess to be 
Christians would severely hinder 
my free exercise of religion and be 
a definite hardship for me," Rader 
wrote in a petition to the univer­
sity. 
The university admitted that up 
to eight alcohol violations occur 
each week on its dry campus, and 
that all residence halls have 
condom machines. But when the 
university refused to grant his re­
quest to live in the off-campus 
Christian Student Fellowship 
house, Rader sued. 
U.S. District Court Judge 
David Piester ruled April 5 that the 
UNK cannot force students to live 
on campus if doing so would con­
flict with their religious beliefs. 
Piester said the university had 
violated the First Amendment by 
"selectively" allowing only certain 
groups of freshman to be exempt 
from the rule. Of approximately 
2,500 full-time freshman attending 
classes, 1,600 reside on campus 
and 900 freshman live off, Piester 
noted. 
Among those excused are 
freshman who are married, or are 
19 years of age or older, or who 
are commuting from a home that 
is more than 20 miles away. 
"When administrators refuse to 
consider an entire class of individu­
als, freshman students who desire 
to live at [Christian Student Fel­
lowship house] based upon their 
faith ... I am unable to conclude 
that the rule is being enforced in a 
neutral manner," Piester wrote. 
The university had defended its 
policy in court by arguing that re­
quiring freshman to live on cam­
pus "fosters diversity, promotes 
tolerance, increases the level of 
academic achievement, and im­
proves the graduation rate." 
The university's chancellor, 
Gladys Styles Johnston, had said 
that requests for exceptions based 
upon religious beliefs—such as 
Rader's—are not considered ex­
tenuating circumstances and 
should not be granted. 
Students who do not wish to 
live in the dorms for religious rea­
sons should not attend UNK, 
Johnston had said 
Rader's attorney, Jefferson 
Downing, told reporters that the 
decision would have "some na­
tional influence" because it is the 
first successful challenge of an on-
campus residency requirement to 
which a student objected for reli­
gious reasons. 
Rader, who soon will complete 
his freshman year, has been al­
lowed to live in the Christian Stu­
dent Fellowship house while await­
ing the court's decision. 
Fools' Day Edition 
Leads To Firing Of 
Editor 
By Colleen DeBaise 
College Press Service 
GRAND JUNCTION, Colo.— 
The annual April Fools' Day edi­
tion of Mesa State College's stu­
dent newspaper is written as a 
spoof to make readers laugh. 
But when the college's presi­
dent saw this year's special edition 
of The Cri ter ion,  he wasn' t  
amused. 
As it has been other years, The 
Criterion was renamed "The Anti-
Crite" and boasted that it served the 
community of "Menstrual State 
College." The paper was filled with 
sexual references, comments about 
bodily functions and slams against 
the faculty that some said went too 
far. 
"Some people said it was taste­
less," said Lori Ratan, a senior fea­
tures editor. "In my opinion, it was 
funnier than usual." 
President Raymond Kieft im­
mediately sent a letter to student 
editor Mark Borgard, a Mesa State 
senior, saying that he would "not 
be party to defending smut" and 
would "not allow the embarrass­
ment .. .to go unnoticed." 
Shortly after, Borgard was fired 
from his editor's post, sparking a 
campus protest. It also began a 
battle between the university and 
The Criterion's student staff over 
First Amendment rights. 
Sherry Pe'a, vice president for 
student services, said the decision 
to fire Borgard had more to do with 
his mismanagement of student 
fees, which fund the paper, than the 
April Fools' edition. 
"I hate to be vague," Pe'a told 
reporters at the time, "but I can't 
disclose what actually happened. 
We recognize fully the students' 
First Amendment rights and free­
dom of speech." 
But as it would turn out, the 
legal staff of the college's trustees 
office also would cite First Amend­
ment rights when it "strongly" ad­
vised Kieft a week later to reinstate 
the editor. 
In a statement, Kieft said he 
would follow "that legal advice" 
and allow Borgard to resume his 
position, pending a performance 
evaluation by the students and fac­
ulty who serve on the college's 
media board. 
As is the tradition, the president 
of the college's media board is the 
editor. Borgard has handily post­
poned his evaluation until April 25, 
the day the last paper is published. 
In a Criterion article, he said: 
"I believe my year as Criterion edi­
tor has been a success and Kieft's 
attempt to slander my ability as 
editor is unprofessional and unbe­
coming of a state college presi­
dent." 
Rattan, the features editor, said 
Borgard had in no way mishandled 
the student fees. "It's complete 
nonsense," she said. "This is the 
best paper we've ever had." 
In fact, after the four-page Anti-
Crite was published, the real news­
paper—which normally runs 12 
pages—came out with a 16-page 
issue. "We had so many advertis­
ers," Rattan said. 
Shortly before the April Fools' 
incident, The Criterion finished 
second in the Rocky Mountain 
Collegian Media Association 
among 17 schools in the region. 
Editors and staffers won 15 awards. 
Although things have "quieted 
down," there still are some rum­
blings over the Anti-Crite, Rattan 
said. 
Apparently, Pe'a has threat­
ened to sue Borgard over an Anti-
Crite ad that mentioned "Split 
Pe'a" soup, which she claimed was 
sexually offensive, Rattan said. 
"That was probably the only 
thing in the paper that didn't have 
a sexual connotation," Rattan said. 
Pe'a could not be reached for com­
ment. 
EXPERIENCE 
THE '96 GAMES! 
A T L A N T A ,  G E O R G I A  
3 NIGH T CAM PING PA CKAGES! 
At our All-inclusive Cam psite! 
All Packages Include: from only 
'299 per person m 
' Great Campsite Only 19 miles 
from downtown Atlanta! 
' Continental Breakfasts and 
Dinner Buffets at Campsite 
> 2 Tickets to the Games! 
' Much More! C all for details! 
Join Earthbound for a once-in-a lifetime 
experience in Atlanta this summer! 
ipaces are very limited! 
Sites going fast! CALL N OW! 
earthboundad ventures  
1-800-513-4986 
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Time Who Has It ? 
By Heather Whitley 
So much to do, so little time to 
do it! This seems to be a problem 
for many college students. Most 
people find themselves stuck at the 
library until all the studying is done 
or worrying which job they are 
supposed to be at. Extra activities, 
well, that fits in the "No pass, No 
play" rule. Grades are too impor­
tant and college is the main pur­
pose to reach for goals and strive to 
get ahead in life. The average 
student has at least three hours a 
day of academic classes, then they 
either have to go to work or to an 
appointment, or to do a little "nec­
essary" shopping. When they fi­
nally do arrive home, well, they 
have to finish studying for that exam 
the next day or work those chemis­
try, physics, and calculus problems 
that never seem to have an answer. 
It seems that to be prepared for 
college is very important, espe­
cially remembering, the paper, 
pens, books and don't forget the 
coffee and tape recorder or better 
yet a glass of water and some 
vivarin. Most are able to shift gears 
and cope with the big changes with­
out too many problems. After all, 
college is a link in the bridge of 
their future. So to sum it all up, 
college students may not have time, 
but they can have lots of fun-filled 
weeks and weekends with family, 
friends, and laughter. DON'T 
STUDY TOO HARD! 
However, on a more serious 
note, we are all about to reach the 
final goal of our school days. Since 
our first days in school we have 
worked hard, and have had lots of 
fun while endeavoring to do our 
best academically. The passage­
way of the future opens, leaving 
yesterday behind. As we move 
forward, we are thrilled, yet timid. 
I say thrilled, Because graduation 
will eventually come and timid 
because of what lies ahead. Term 
papers, pop quizzes, and running to 
class will all become memories that 
hopefully we won't forget. Time 
passes quickly, but hopefully the 
best memories will last forever, 
captured in our minds. So there­
fore, we must summon the courage 
and insight we need to move along 
in this world and endeavor to find 
success, not necessarily on those of 
friends and families, because we 
are after all individuals with indi­
vidual goals and ideas shaped by 
the lessons we learn as well as the 
lessons we teach. Here is a poem to 
read and ponder: 
"A hundred years from now it may 
not matter what my bank account 
was, what sort of car I drove or 
what sort of house I lived in. 
But the world may be different, 
because I was important in the life 
of Someone Else." 
Alright kid's this is your chance to dump 
your parents.. .and go to the movies. 
Kid? lUih 
Saturday May 11 
6pm-9:30pm 
MCC Lobby 
Games, Prizes, Pizza, 
Ice Cream, Movies, 
and a lot more FUN! 
May Follies 
Promise Jollies. 
Get ready all you Armstrong 
State College fun seekers!!! The 
May Follies Variety Show is com­
ing your way and you will not want 
to miss it! The show will consist 
of the very best talent that the ASC. 
Community has to offer. 
The show originated in the 
mind of Robert A. Rees, Jr. (Bobby 
to friends) and has been supported 
graciously by the ASC College 
Union Board. When asked about 
his motives for directing this en­
deavor he commented: "the ASC. 
ter CUB. agreed to sponsor the 
event and allowed the focus of the 
event to fall on a veiy special chari­
table organization in the Savannah 
community. The profits received 
from the show will be given to the 
Inner City Night Shelter as a chari­
table donation. 
Make sure you mark Sunday, 
May 26, 1996 as a date for fun 
filled entertainment. It will defi­
nitely be an evening of magic and 
exceptional talent at 7:30 sharp. 
Some acts that will be featured in-
Student and faculty body needs a elude an extremely talented "se-
chance to meld together and work 
for a common good sometimes 
we need to vent the stresses of life 
and I cannot think of a better way 
to do it.... I know from experience 
that on stage dancing, singing, and 
acting can make for a great 
show.... Why not?".... Robert says 
that the show could not have come 
at a better time for the ASC Com­
munity. The lack of student in­
terest in the Miss ASC Pageant 
seemed to have upset much of the 
ASC Community. As a result The 
May Follies was conceived. "I de­
cret" female who will dance the 
awe inspiring mamba. We have 
one of the best solo guitar acts this 
side of the Mississippi, Jimmy 
Hendricks reborn!!! We also have 
an absolutely unbelievable vocal­
ist who will sing the praises of a 
very special heavenly body. If you 
want to know more about the show 
please feel free to call Robert at 
925-5319. Admission is free to 
all ASC students, faculty, and staff. 
Regular admission is $5.00 and 
Senior admission is $ 3.00. Do­
nations will be appreciated at the 
cided to try something more wild door. Come out and support your 
and less rigid, The Follies friends and professors and partici-
show was proposed to the ASC. pate in our benefit for The Inner 
College Union Board (CUB) dur- City Night Shelter, 
ing the midterm of Winter Quar-
The Glass Menagerie 
Performance Dates: 
Friday May 10th, 1996 at 7:30 P.M. 
Saturday May 11,1996 at 7:30 P.M. 
Sunday May 12,1996 at 3:00P.M. 
Free admission to all ASC students faculty and staff 
Classic by Tennessee Williams 
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([ Let's Get Candid!) 
Quad Rugby proved to be an interesting challenge during Disability Awareness Day. Hey, 
Who needs football anyway. 
Whoa! Is that our A1 Harris snorting Cocaine? 
Actually it's just powdered sugar, but you never 
know when a good black mail photo might come 
in handy. 
>usan White leads a discussion group by the fountain on Disability Awareness on the Col-
ege Campus. 
Sarah Metzger of the Office of Public Relations 
tries her skills on the wheel chair challenge 
course. 
Hey, wait a minute! I 
thought St. Patricks day 
was in March. Some 
Elderhostel leader is go­
ing to be in big trouble 
for this one well, as 
long as we're out here. 
Hey, Fred, Bring us 
some more of that green 
ice tea. I think I'm begin­
ning to like it here, gnats 
and all. 
Paul Farthing leads his team to victory, and a whole lot of fun. 
The Inkwell 
The X-Files: Behind The X-
Citemenl Lurks Herd Work 
By Janet Singleton 
College Press Service 
"Yes, it is unglamorous." 
That news may come as a surprise 
to viewers of the "X-Files," but it's 
how cast and crew members describe 
life on the set of the popular series, 
where alien abductions and 
paranormal experiences are the norm. 
In the drafty old Salvation Army 
Hall where "X-Files" is shooting on 
this cold winter day in Vancouver, 
B.C., there are Ihyers of crew people 
in layers of clothes executing their 
various jobs. Stars Gillian Anderson 
(Scully) and David Duchovny 
(Mulder) are just two more faces in 
the mob. 
Still, one can't help but notice 
crew and cast aren't exactly working 
at an insurance office. The set houses 
a mock police station and a morgue, 
complete with shiny instruments and 
autopsy table. A forgotten coffin from 
a past day's filming stands in the back 
of a room. 
"You want to talk about the 
crew?" asks Duchovny, who claims 
he's no friend of fame. Duchovny says 
he harbors mixed feelings about the 
success of the series and the subse­
quent celebrity-status it has brought 
him. "Fame is meaningless," he says, 
wearing his conservative navy blue 
"agent coat" for a scene. "It's what you 
do with it that matters. The mere fact 
of being known is not a pleasure at all 
to me." 
Depending upon the enthusiasm 
of the observer, Duchovny could be 
described as anywhere from a nice 
man with nice-enough looks to drop-
your-drawers gorgeous. The 35-year-
old actor majored in English literature 
at Princeton University. He went to 
graduate school at Yale, where he 
dropped out of the literature program 
to pursue acting. From there, he played 
a transvestite detective on the maca­
bre series "Twin Peaks," and did a 
complete turnaround for his role as a 
fundamentalist Christian in the movie 
"The Rapture." But it wasn't until the 
"X-Files" that Duchovny became a 
familiar face to millions of Americans. 
"Nobody ever gets famous slowly. 
Fame always comes suddenly," he 
says. 
But if celebrity status seemed to 
have come quickly to Duchovny, it hit 
27-year-old Anderson like a bolt of 
lightening. Before "X-Files," she'd 
done a "couple of small films," she 
says, not bothering to mention their 
names. 
She now is among the most re­
spected actresses in prime time. "The 
glue that holds "The X-Files" together 
is Gillian Anderson," writes Alex 
Strachan, TV critic for the Vancouver 
Sun. He calls her "an actress of un­
common—for television—range and 
ability." 
Anderson was born at St. Mary's 
Hospital in Chicago. She grew up 
partly in London, where her theatri­
cally inclined father Edward Ander­
son attended the London Film School. 
Back in the United States, she came 
back to Chicago to study drama at 
DePaul University's Goodman The­
ater School. She graduated in 1990. 
"My life has changed consider­
ably since I started working on the 
show," Anderson says. And it trans­
formed her in personal as well as pro­
fessional ways. She married show art 
director Clyde Klotz during the series' 
first season and became pregnant with 
her daughter Piper. It was a tense time, 
she says. Anderson reportedly thought 
she might be fired. But the show's 
writer's created an alien-abduction 
story line that allowed her enough time 
off the show to deliver her baby. 
Despite the interplanetary en­
counter, Scully remains Mulder's ca­
pable foil, often reigning in his obses­
sive search for proof of UFOs 
sightings and supernatural conspira­
cies. However, Anderson says her 
character has become much less skep­
tical and more open-minded. "But 
even though she's had something hap­
pen to her, she's not going to go 
around believing everything 
paranormal." 
Ten days after she gave birth 
Anderson was back on the set, drudg­
ing through grueling hours. "Some­
times the lunch we have as a crew 
happens at noon. Sometimes it hap­
pens at 11 at night. Your body gets 
used to it." 
But maybe not entirely. During 
one shoot following the birth of her 
baby, Anderson was doing a scene in 
which Scully was recovering in a hos­
pital bed after the UFO abduction. She 
was exhausted. Not being made of the 
supernatural stuff of X-Files' elusive 
aliens, she did exactly what any mor­
tal might do—she fell asleep. 
The "X-Files" crew is reputedly 
the hardest-working TV team in 
Vancouver. Staffers, from make-up 
people to episode director Bob Bow­
man, exude the spirit of industrious 
blue-collar workers. No hair-tossing 
and Hollywood airs here; only fre­
quent 15-hour work days. 
On this day they're filming the last 
show—one about two teen-age girls 
with deadly psychokinetic powers— 
before hiatus. Some are beginning to 
feel the strain of the long days, says 
Anderson. "People are bumping into 
each other and (hopping things." 
"If you do anything for too long 
you get stress," says David Duchovny. 
"There are days when you'd rather be 
anyplace in the world than on the set." 
Inside the room made to look like 
a police station, cameras roll as 
Duchovny goes repeatedly through a 
scene in which he interrogates the high 
school girls. The girls are suspected 
of supernatural mischief. 
The "X-Files" crew works for 15 
hours to grind out six to seven min­
utes of airable tape, says production 
assistant Robyn Gelke. Even 
Vancouver's Noah's-Ark weather 
doesn't stop them. "We shoot in the 
rain a lot. 
"It takes eight days of main unit 
work at 12 to 15 hours a day and three 
to four days at 10 hours a day of sec­
ond unit shooting (to produce footage) 
for 47 minutes of air time," she says. 
"And that doesn't take into account 
post-production and preparation." 
"This is what keeps 'X-Files' go­
ing," says best boy Bill Kassis, a set 
electrical technician. He points to the 
paper cup of Starbuck's coffee in his 
hand—so far the set's only visible hint 
of chicness. 
Makeup woman Fern Levin dis­
cretely dabs a powder puff under 
Duchovny's eyes to make him look 
tireless through the umpteenth take. 
Levin's cosmetic skills are double-
edged, however; she can make actors 
look wide awake and glamorous or — 
well—bruised and dead. Through her 
clear plastic carrying case, alongside 
the lip gloss and rouge is a ketchup 
squeeze bottle filled with fake blood. 
"Someone who has just died looks 
different from someone who's been 
lying around a month," she says. To 
make sure her work looked realistic, 
Levin used to haunt pathology labs 
and burn units. 
For early scenes, she uses a lighter 
touch of makeup on the teenage girls 
to make them look like wholesome 
adolescents. But today the two are 
walking around with raccoon eyes 
blinking from colorfully coated faces. 
In the story line the girls are behind 
an evil, occult scheme, and their mas­
cara has to show it. "They have that 
bad-girl look now," Levin says. 
Along with their raccoon-eyes, 
the girls have inherited the ability to 
move furniture with their minds. Or 
so it will appear on TV. Desks on the 
set are rigged with wires that snake 
out of the room and across the hall 
where they're connected to a device 
technicians control. The desks tremble 
and move on cue, again and again. 
These effects are kitty-cat tame by 
"X-Files" standards. Throughout the 
series, Scully and Mulder have es­
caped raging blazes set by a telekinetic 
arsonist and a man-sized spider web 
woven by supernatural insects. 
They have hunted a cannibalistic 
sewer dweller, a quadru-amputee 
astro-projectionist killer, a child-
snatching pedophiliac and a small 
army of mass murderers. Occasionally 
the bizarre and gloomy plots get to 
Anderson. "Sometimes I'll read a 
script and get very disturbed by it. Or 
sometimes a story's effect will sneak 
up on me as I'm doing it. I'll talk to 
Chris about it." 
Chris Carter, 38, is the show's cre­
ator and executive producer. He writes 
about a third of the scripts. 
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"He'll hear the same things from 
standards and practices that he's hear­
ing from me," Anderson says. "Then 
(objectional parts of a show) will be 
toned down." 
One of the last season's shows, 
entitled "Irresistible," was based on a 
script about a necrophilic, a man who 
had sex with corpses. That was one of 
the shows forced to undergo changes, 
Anderson says. By the time the show 
aired, the man's one sensual act con­
sisted of using herbal shampoos to 
suds the the locks of his dead female 
victims. The hint of sexual deviance 
was there but the stated sex was gone. 
Would Anderson ever allow her 
15-month-old daughter to sit in front 
of an episode of "X-Files," consider­
ing its storylines so often center on 
deviants and demons? 
Nine is a reasonable age to allow 
a child exposure to harsher TV offer­
ings, she thinks. She's not presenting 
herself as an expert, though. Piper is 
her first child. "I think if a show scares 
a child, you discuss it and explain it is 
not real; it's TV. But children should 
be told there are people out there who 
do the gruesome things that our char­
acters do." 
Piper still is at the trusting, fear­
less stage, she says. The toddler didn't 
mind being picked by a gargoyle on 
set a few days ago, Anderson says. 
Being on an "X-Files" set is a sur­
realistic experience. On this day there 
are no gargoyles to hug, but not far 
from the coffin lays a test polaroid of 
. a bloody decomposing young man 
who was its previous tenant—not 
something for the family album. Set 
locations themselves stir the imagina­
tion. "We've been in the weirdest 
places," says Levin, "mines, slaugh­
ter houses." 
The crew spends only a couple 
days out of an eight-day shoot on their 
home set at North Shore Studios, 
Anderson estimates. Most work shifts 
they're out and about: downtown, in 
the woods behind the studio, on the 
West End, at the University of British 
Columbia, all around the city and sub­
urbs. A young clerk at a coffee shop 
in Vancouver's Harbour area com­
ments that the show filmed recently 
in his neighborhood. "'X-Files' is a 
way of life here," he adds. 
Anderson and Duchovny say they 
love working in Vancouver. Both live 
in the area, where in the last 10 years 
the number of movies and TV shows 
being shot has skyrocketed. "The only 
problem with Vancouver is that it's full 
of Canadians," Duchovny jokes. 
"Vancouver is a fabulous place to 
shoot," Anderson says. Film compa­
nies rely on the city's ability to mimic 
everyplace from Hong Kong to Seattle 
to New York city. "And the locations 
up here haven't been seen 1,000 times, 
by audiences, like the ones n L.A.," 
she says. 
As the sun goes down outside, the 
shooting stops as the crew re-groups 
More filming will come later; cast and 
crew are no where near finished for 
the day, says Henricksen. 
It looks like its going to be another 
11 p.m.. lunch day. 
The Inkwell 
Christenberry to Lecture at ASC 
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Artist William Christenberry is scheduled 
to lead an open discussion on the relation­
ship between painting, photography and 
sculpture to ASC students on May 22, in the 
Fine Arts Room 206 at 1000. 
Christenberry is familiar with all three me­
diums and has used them to reconstruct his 
native Alabama by creating a cultural mer­
gence of the complexities of his origins. 
Christenberry is also scheduled to lecture 
at the Telfair Museum on May 21 at 1800. 
High School Art Students 
Make The Grade at 
ASC Art Exhibition 
By Natalie von Loewenfeldt 
A reception and awards cer- Germany. Her father is now retired 
emony for the First Congressional from the military. 
William Christenberry at the Morris Museum of Art 1996 
District High School Art Exhibi­
tion was held Sunday, April 21 in 
the Fine Arts Gallery. Fourteen 
High Schools submitted over 400 
entries to be juried for the show. 
Congressman Jack Kingston at­
tended to present the First Con­
gressional District Art Award and 
$50 to winner Diana Fratichelli for 
her drawing "A Rose for Charlie". 
Miss Fratichelli attends 
Bradwell Institute in Hinesville 
Among the other winners were 
Brad Sisken from Savannah Coun­
try Day School, who received a 
$100 CUB Award and Jeron 
Dickerson from Vidalia Compre­
hensive high School who received 
a $75 CUB Award. A $100 High 
School Student's Choice Award 
was presented to Andrew Locko 
from H.V.Jenkins. In Addition, 
Armstrong dispersed five other 
CUB Awards, 9 Honorable Men-
and was inspired to draw her pic- tions and three partial scholarships.  
ture after reading an article about SGA Treasurer, Lori Williams, 
a young man named Charlie 
Howard who was plunged to his 
death because he was homosexual. 
In h er statement, Miss Fratichelli 
said, "A Rose for Charlie made me 
realize how precious life really is." 
A Rose For Charlie will be sent 
to Washington, D. C. and will be 
displayed in the U.S. Capitol 
Building in a national exhibition of 
high school students' art work. 
Miss Fratichelli says that she has 
always loved to draw and as she 
got older, she began to take art 
classes. As far as her future plans, 
she would love to have a career in 
art, but right now, she is focusing 
°n psychology. Perhaps she can 
combine them both. "I'd like to 
pursue a career in Art Therapy," 
she says. Fratichelli has lived in 
Hinesville since July of 1994 when 
she and her family returned from 
presented these awards during the 
reception. The exhibition was 
sponsored by the Armstrong Stu­
dent Government Association and 
College Union Board. 
HP 
Jack Kingston Speaks to Students in the Fine Arts Auditorium 
Lori Williams presents Awards to High School Contest Winners 
A Rose For Charlie By Diana Fratichelli; Winner of the Congres­
sional Art Award for Drawing among High School Students. 
The Inkwell 
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Armstrong State College Depart­
ment of Art and Music in collabo­
ration with the Telfair Museum of 
Art will bring William 
Christenberry to Savannah to lec­
ture on his work on May 21 at 6:00 
PM at the Telfair Museum of Art, 
121 Barnard st. The lecture is free 
and open to the public. For more 
information, call 232-1177. 
Christenberry will also lead a 
discussion on the Relationship 
between Painting, Photography 
and Sculpture with ASC students 
on May 22 at 10:00 AM in the 
Fine Arts Building, Room 206. 
These events are funded by the City 
of Savannah, Department of Cul­
tural Affairs/Leisure Service Bu­
reau and the Armstrong College 
Union Board. 
Check Your Fat at the Door 
In conjunction with the Armstrong Health Fair, the Candler HealthQuest 
Van w ill be at ASC on May 21, 1996 offering a FREE helath screen­
ing. Components of this free screening are: 
Height-Weight: since these measurements ortne correlate with 
health risks 
Blood pressure measurement and lipid profile with glucose: to 
check total cholesterol levels, HDL. LDL, and triglycerides to de­
tect risk factors for heart disease, stroke, and diabetes. 
Spirometry test: to measure lung capacity to search for signs of 
breathing disorders. 
Personal Wellness Profile: of your health status. 
It is necessary to preregister and make an appointment for the screen­
ing so that appropriate records for accurate reporting can be prepared. 
On-campus registration will be May 13, 1996, 8:30 to 1800. Registra­
tion tables will be at the quadrangle in the middle of campus or outside 
the cafeteria. If you are unable to go to either of these locations on 
May 13, call 355-8456, to make your appointment. 
You must have an appointment to take part in this screening! 
Girl's from Heaven? Armstrong Professor 
Sabitra Brush Receives 
Eisenhower Grant 
Armstrong State College Profes­
sor Sabitra Brush recently received an 
Eisenhower Higher Education grant 
to teach a science workshop to el­
ementary school teachers. The two 
week summer course will help teach­
ers discover exciting ways to bring 
science alive in their classrooms. 
Fifty-six percent of the funds 
needed to sponsor the workshop were 
provided by the Eisenhower Higher 
Education grant. The other fourty-four 
percent of expenses will be covered 
by Armstrong State College. 
Tiring of the usual game of hacky-sack, these enterprising 
students invented a new lunch time endeavor! Actually, Dion 
Couch just happened to catch these ASC Cheerleaders prac­
ticing on the lawn during the Catfish Jenkins Show. 
Sounds Familiar... an afternoon of 
classic Broadway hits performed 
by Sue Fox Lovitz. Songs from 
Carousel, Guys and Dolls, The 
King and I, and The Sound of Mu­
sic will be performed. Sunday, May 
19the at 3:00 P.M. in the Fine Arts 
Auditorium. FREE and Open to the 
Public. Call 927-5325 for info. 
Note: Fox Lovitz will be accom­
panied on the piano by native 
Savannahian Paul Hamilton. 
Don't Miss Kid's night Out on 
Saturday, May 11,6-9:30 P.M. in 
the MCC Lobby! ASC Parents get 
FREE babysitting and entertain­
ment for pre-schoolers and up. (No 
infants or toddlers please.) There 
will be adult supervision, games, 
prizes, pizza, ice cream, movies 
and more! Call 927-5300 for de­
tails. 
Internship Position 
Vawter and Vawter is seeking 
for interns for summer quarter. 
Students should show interest 
in sales, marketing and/or pub­
lic relations.This is a non-paid 
position, however, the experi­
ence is worth a million. 
Please FAX resumes to In­
ternship Program at (912) 238-
3262 or mail to Internship Pro­
gram - c/o Vawter & Vawter Ad­
vertising, 425 E President 
Street, Savannah, GA. 31401. 
Please apply as soon as 




Opportunities on the Net 
The Gathering http://www. 
takeme.com scholarships, aca­
demic and career resources, intern­
ships, sports, news, entertainment, 
travel, music, debates and 1,000's 
of links 
Astronomy Book: 1994 version, 
fifth edition: Realm of the Uni­
verse, plus study guide notes: $15. 
Call 354-8280, leave name and 
number. 
Advertise your books in the 
Inkwell for $2, three line limit. 
Add $ 1 for additional 5 words. 
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What is Radiologic Technology ? 
by John Charles Brogdon 
A lot of students want to know more 
about the radiological technology pro­
gram atASC. John Brogdon fills us in 
on some of the mysteries behind this 
popular field of science and tells us 
how it might be used in areas outside 
the field of medicine. 
How did X-ray come about?" 
On Novembe r 8, 1895, Dr. Wilhelm 
Konrad Roentgen, during his investi­
gation of "cathode rays generated in a 
Crook's tube," suddenly detected the 
bones of his hand highlighted by "a 
new kind of ray" which "he called X-
ray since it was, at the time, an un­
known form of energy." As a tribute 
to Dr.Roentgen X-rays are sometimes 
know as ' Roentgen Rays. 
"From this great discovery, given 
freely to the world by Dr.Roentgen, 
many medical and industrial applica­
tions have grown. Among these is the 
science of radiology, defined as the 
science of radioactive substances and 
X-rays. However, the discovery of X-
rays preceded the discovery of radio­
activity (discovered by A. Henri 
Becquerel in early 1896), and the first 
radiographic exposures used in medi­
cal diagnosis were made with X-rays. 
For the sake of consistency, we must 
realize that radiography technology 
preceded radiologic technology." 
The medical applications of X-ray 
technology continue to grow at a rapid 
pace; indeed, "'radiology has pro­
pelled medicine for the last 100 years,' 
declare[d] Dr. C. Robert Bogardus, 
director o f radiation ontology at the 
University of Oklahoma Health Sci­
ence Center [in] Oklahoma City." He 
continues "[r]adiology has not only 
created diagnostic medicine as we 
know it but revolutionized therapeu­
tic medicine as well." 
Today radiology is employed in 
detecting cancer in it's initial stages 
when a cure is most likely; giving de­
tailed analysis of organs and their 
functions; either eliminating or 
"down-sizing" exploratory surgery 
(sometimes supplanting surgery it­
self); ascertaining illness - it's origin 
and evolution - and providing therapy, 
too; incredibly, radiology has inaugu­
rated many new specialties, including, 
for instance, cardiology, ultrasound 
and mammographic technologies, and 
has pushed refined methods of "see­
ing" into the body such as magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) and com­
puted tomographu (CT scans). 
There are many industrial applica­
tions as well. Airplanes are subject to 
THE Crossword 
"stress fatigue" as a result of the con­
tinuous flexing of the wings and fuse­
lage in response to flying through the 
air; X-rays are used to "look through" 
the metal to detect the resultant cracks 
that aren't visible to human eye. X-
rays are employed in manufacturing 
processes in which the need to ascer­
tain the location of components, etc., 
cannot be manually performed. And, 
of course, all seasoned aviators are 
used to being peered at by X-ray ma­
chines in an effort to prevent hijack­
ing or other terrorist activities in the 
air. 
In addition to these functions X-
rays are used to substantiate evidence 
of criminal conduct, too. As early as 
March of 1896 (please see Highlights) 
they were used to prove the guilt of a 
defendant who shot another man in 
Montreal, Canada; X-ray continues to 
be a reliable tool in the detection and 
apprehension of criminals and as wit­
ness for their felonious conduct. 
Presently radiology is intensively 
integrated into a medical paradigm 
that emphasis it's "[complete] 
encompass[ment of] diagnostic, thera­
peutic, and interventional medicine" 
regimes in an efficacious detection 
and treatment strategy. Continued re­
finements such as "ultrasound, Mag­
netic resonance imaging, computed 
tomography, positron emission 
tomography, and single photon emis­
sion computed tomography" herald 
radiology's enduring usefulness. Since 
"[i]t is estimated that 60 percent of the 
U.S. population receives some form 
of imaging radiology service each year 
and about two-thirds of cancer patients 
receive some form of radiation treat­
ment" it is only logical to perceive 
radiology will maintain it's current 
position in the medical hierarchy. 
Radiology dominated detection 
of cancer in i t's preliminary phase; 
mammography screening differenti­
ates cancer in sixty percent of 
women who otherwise have "no 
known 'high-risk' factors"; increas­
ingly it is used - along with other 
methods - to find prostate cancer in 
men as well as to discriminate and 
treat childhood diseases. The 
importance of X-rays have not 
diminished in the one hundred years 
since Wilhelm Roentgen saw the 
bones in his hand; indeed, radiology 
and it's allied technologies will 
promote safer, non-invasive medical 





10 Byron or Keats 
14 Yank: abbr. 
15 Residence 
16 Church part 
17 Alliance letters 
18 Join 
19 Not on time 













36 — de foie gras 
37 Playground item 
38 Hazard 
39 Harem room 
40 Collect 
41 Social beauty 
42 Broadcast 
44 Wire ropes 
45 Shows assent 
46 Diminish 
47 Before chicken 
or fever 
50 Resembling a 
robin, e.g. 
54 Shake — (hurry) 
55 Give off 
57 Turner of films 
58 500 sheets 
59 Baseball teams 
60 Selves 
61 Art movement 
62 Indications 
63 Show excessive 
fondness 
DOWN 
1 Certain club 
members 
2 Asian nurse 
3 — trap for (try to 
catch) 
4 Band instrument 
5 Put aside 
6 A sweetener 
1 2 3 
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7 Ins and — 
8 Application 
9 Simply awful 
10 Straw bed 
11 Ring stone 
12 Noble Italian 
family 
13 — off (b egan) 
21 Outdo 
23 Responsibility 
25 Lawn spoilers 
26 Storehouse 
27 Sidestep 
28 Plant part 
29 Elevate 
30 Warbling sound 
31 Passageway of 
a kind 
32 Great and 
Finger end 
34 Mirror 
37 Little bits 
38 Mutinied 
40 River in England 
41 Stripe 
43 Puzzle 
44 Loving touch 
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51 Villain in 
Shakespeare 
52 Decorative bow 
53 Facility 
56 Clock numerals 
The Student Government Association is 
offering $50 to an ASC student who 
comes up with the best idea for a logo for 
the back of their T-shirts. 
Theme: Use your imagination. What do 
you think when you hear SGA? 
$50 prize to the winner. 
SGA gets the copyright. 
For more info contact SGA at 927-5350. 
The deadline for submitting logo 
ideas is Friday May 24,1996. 
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ASC Track Team 
Competes at 
Savannah State 
By Darrell Stevens 
On April 2nd, ASC runners com­
peted in the Savannah State Invi­
tational, with Julie Wimer-Long 
setting another school record with 
a time of 11:02:43 for a first palce 
finish in the women's 3,000 meter 
run. 
For the men, Nick Deaton 
finsihed second in th 400 meter 
dash with a a time of 50:17. 
Germained Brown also took a sec­
ond in the 800 meter run with a 
time of 1:58:50. 
The Pirate's Chris Boyce was 
first in the 5,000 meter run with a 
time of 16:11:09, with Robert 
Sprinkel finishing third in 16:23:23 
and Keith Cage finishing fifth in a 
time of 16:53:65. 
On April 13th, the Pirates com­
peted in the Emory Invitational in 
Atlanta to complete the spring sea­
son. In that meet, Julie Wimer-
Long was third in th 3,000 meter 
run in 11:15. In the 800 meter run, 
Nick Deaton was sixth with a time 
of 1:58:50. In the 5,000 meter run, 
Germaine Brown captured first 
place with a time of 16:16, Chris 
Boyce was fifth in 16:31:02 and 
Chris Willis completed the race in 
19:24:04. 
Number 259, Germaine Brown, rounds the turn for home. 
Wes Yoakam of CATFISH JENKINS sings one of 
the songs he wrote from their CD "Normal town". 
@ateh &f. the (Day! 
By J. Dion Couch 
Last Tuesday, students at Shearhouse Plaza were treated 
to an inspired performance by Athens roots-rockers 
"CATFISH JENKINS." A small but enthusiastic crowd 
basked in the hot noon sun and enjoyed the free chicken 
provided by Rock Me Productions. 
Not every one was pleased with the loud outdoor 
concert however. A local business across Abercorn and 
a disgruntled professor who was trying to do students a 
favor by allowing them to come to class a half hour early 
to begin work on a 1:30 test, were not overly apprecia­
tive of the music interupting their duties. Unfortunately, 
professors are reminded that Tuesdays and Thursdays 
between 12:00 and 1:30 have been set aside as student 
activity hours- the only hours we can have semi-loud 
(or in this case, very loud!) music outside. As an ad­
vanced warning, the next activity scheduled for 
Shearhouse Plaza is DAKKOTA - a Country and West­
ern band out of North Carolina. DAKKOTA will be per­
forming the last day of classes, on June 6th. We'll try to 
keep the volume down on that one! 
.ĉ  
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Critic's Corner 
by Michael Greene 
JAMES AND THE GIANT 
PEACH 
The magic of animation, which has 
been delighting children for genera­
tions, has come a long way from 
Disney's "Steamboat Willy" back in 
the 1920s where we first met Mickey 
Mouse. This latest film, from the 
same team who gave us "Nightmare 
Before Christmas," is state-of-the-
art and a real stunner, taking the stop-
motion animation technology into 
the 21st century. 
The movie is based on a Roald 
Dahl tale and begins and ends in the 
"real" world, complete with flesh-
and-blood actors. However, the body 
of the film is stop-motion. 
The title character, James (Paul 
Terry) is an orphan who has been 
sent to live with his two maiden aunts 
(Joanna Lumley and Miriam Mar-
golyes) in England. The two are real 
meanies and make James' life almost 
unbearable. However, James en­
counters a strange man (Pete 
Postlethwaite) while out and about 
one day and his adventures begin. 
The stranger gives James a handful 
of magic worms. 
One of the worms lights upon an 
apparently dead peach tree. Yet, one 
peach begins to grow — and grow — 
and grow — and grow — until it's 
the size of a Good Year blimp! When 
James begins to explore the peach, 
the animation begins as the peach 
falls off the tree and rolls into the 
[tent put* ammtms] 
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ocean, taking James with it. 
Safely enclosed inside the peach, 
James makes the acquaintance of 
some insects which are all his size. 
Pledging friendship, the insects 
agree to help James fulfill his 
dreams. One of these dreams takes 
James, the insects, and the peach to 
New York City, piloted by a flock of 
seagulls. 
Kids and adults alike will love this 
brilliant movie. While the animation 
used will remind people of its 
predecessor, "Nightmare. Before 
Christmas," the theme of this one is 
a lot lighter and more amusing. I 
think even younger kiddies will like 
it, although they may be afraid of 
some of the creepy-crawlers and the 
pirate skeletons the group en­
counters. 
Pack up the family car and drive 
straight to the theater. This one's a 
winner. 
R.F.D. by MIKE MARLAND 
VOU CANT FIT A SQUARE PEG 
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Three School Art Show 
Armstrong State College 
Savannah College of Art and Design 
Savannah School of Visual Arts 
Hosted by Armstrong State 
Saturday, May 11th 4:00-8:00 p.m. 
In the Fine Arts Lobby 
11935 Abercorn St. 
Submissions due by Wednesday, May 8th 
Phone 238-5236 
Free and open to the public. 
CARL ROWAN'S COMMENTARY 
You're an exceptionally well-in­
formed American if you know that 
the Russians will elect a president in 
June, and that the polls all suggest 
that a Communist, Gennadi A. 
Zyuganov, will win. 
You're especially astute if you're a 
bit worried that a super boozer, Boris 
Yeltsin, has discredited himself and 
democracy to the extent that a lot of 
Russians now feel a great nostalgia 
for the old communist regimes under 
which bread was cheap, old age 
seemed more secure and they had the 
self-respect of thinking they lived in 
a "great power." 
But other Russians are learning 
what we Americans know too well: 
that no freedom is ever fully won, 
because some group is forever trying 
to take it away, and freedom-Iovers 
must repel them. 
Some are already fleeing Russia 
out of fear that if Zyuganov wins, 
that country's brief flirtation with 
freedom for journalists, artists and 
all intellectuals will come to a swift 
end. Other Russians remember that 
the days of cheap bread were also the 
days of terrible shortages of all the 
things the people wanted. 
If the Communists make a come­
back in Russia, can they avoid the 
temptation of trying to draw some of 
the countries of Eastern Europe back 
into the Russian Communist orbit, or 
are American officials assuming that 
the "Evil Empire" Soviet Union died 
beyond resurrection? 
Top Communists in Russia, like 
Viktor Y. Sochilin, are boasting that 
they are turning away large numbers 
of people who want to be members 
of the Zyuganov soon-to-be-vic-
torious party. That is not all good for 
Russia, because people are leaving 
so desperately, trying to take their 
wealth with them, that the most stri­
dent nationalists propose that the 
borders be sealed so "crooks and 
swindlers" won't be able to take 
money out. And, of course, foreign 
bankers and investors have become 
very reluctant to put any new money 
in Russia 
What is the posture of the Clinton 
administration? Its wish for a Yeltsin 
victory is obvious. But is it believing 
the polls suggesting Zyuganov will 
crush Yeltsin? What does it want the 
American people to think, or do, if 
the Communists reclaim power in 
Russia? 
When will Mr. Clinton and 
Secretary of State Warren Chris­
topher explain what we will do in 
terms of economic aid, and trade, 
with a Russia suddenly again under 
the political control of Communists? 
What is their view of the probability 
of a wider civil war that would dwarf 
the war in Chechnya? 
But, then, why should I ask for 
these analyses when the Clinton ad­
ministration has not told us how 
much racial warfare we can expect 
inside the United States as a fallout 
of our November elections. 
Some fateful political days are 
upon us, and I look with as much 
unease upon the June balloting in 
Russia as I do upon the November 
voting here. You should too. 
©1996 by King Features Synd. 
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Natasha's Stars 
ARIES (March 21 to April 19) An 
intriguing phone call comes early in 
the week from a friend you haven't 
seen in a while. On the job, patience 
is needed about a career concern. 
Toward the end of the week, you 
have some unanswered questions 
regarding romance. 
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20) A 
burst of intuition comes to you early 
in the week. Later, you put the finish­
ing touches on a career project which 
brings much success and recogni­
tion. Keep the lines of communica-, 
tion open with a partner over the 
weekend. 
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20) A 
project on the back burner gains new 
life as the week dawns. While unex­
pected work developments cause 
you some worry, they are ultimately 
to your benefit. The weekend brings 
extra responsibilities in connection 
with the home. 
CANCER (June 21 to July 22) 
Romance is happily highlighted this 
week. However, a worry crops up in 
connection with a friendship. As the 
week winds down, home entertain­
ing isn't particularly favored. A busi­
ness delay is likely. 
LEO (July 23 to August 22) You 
could find yourself investigating a 
new course of study this week. Later, 
joining friends at a cultural event 
proves fun and intellectually 
stimulating. Over the weekend, 
you're inclined to worry too much 
about business. 
VIRGO (August 23 to September 
22) As the week begins, concern 
about a career matter could dim your 
enthusiasm for the social life. 
Toward midweek, unexpected finan­
cial news comes. Domestic activities 
keep you busy over the weekend. 
LIBRA (September 23 to October 
22) You uncover some valuable in­
formation about an investment or 
career matter early in the week. 
Some who had planned to take a trip 
now decide against it because it 
proves a bit too costly. Review finan­
ces with your mate over the 
weekend. 
SCORPIO (October 23 to 
November 21) A loved one is a 
source of inspiration for you now. 
Toward midweek, you make social 
plans involving the children. How­
ever, strain exists with an in-law or a 
friend at a distance, so try to make 
amends. 
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to 
December 21) This is a great week to 
meet with others for the purpose of 
reaching agreements. You're 
cautious where spending is con­
cerned this week and enact a new 
savings plan. This weekend, loved 
ones are in sync. 
CAPRICORN (December 22 to 
January 19) It's time for a good look 
around the house. Perhaps some 
worn-out furniture needs replacing. 
Originality is a valuable asset in 
business this week. However, you 
have to wait a bit longer about a 
financial matter. 
AQUARIUS (January 20 to 
February 18) You are really on your 
toes this week and will impress both 
bigwigs and co-workers. You have a 
knack for being in the right place at 
the right time and knowing just what 
to say. You're also effective with the 
written word. 
PISCES (February 19 to March 
20) New inspirations come when 
you can find some time to be alone 
this week. A minor irritation could 
arise with a friend over a family mat­
ter. If tired after your work week, 
take it easy and rest. 
©1996 by King Features Synd. 
Women At Work 
by Tamara Jones 
The women of the British Royal 
Family like to think of themselves as 
working women. The Queen does 
have that velour-covered box of state 
papers with her wherever she goes, 
and she does study them before af­
fixing her Elizabeth Regina to them. 
Elizabeth and the other Windsor 
women "work at" attending state, 
cultural, and charitable functions. 
Their supporters insist this is hard 
work, but it's their duty to do it. 
However, a royal who really takes 
her duties seriously is Diana, the 
Princess of Wales. Although she'll 
soon be divorced from Prince Char­
les, she intends to continue support­
ing child welfare, AIDS research and 
patient care, senior citizens, and 
women's issues. Diana, who did 
have a job before marrying Charles, 
may be the first British royal to turn 
what most of us consider symbolic 
appearances into real, hands-on 
work! 
Anna Pasternack, who wrote the 
book on which the CBS film, "Prin­
cess in Love" (airing May 15) is 
based, told me, "Diana has grown 
from the shy, self-conscious girl who 
married Prince Charles. She is more 
sure of herself, and like many 
women who didn't know how much 
she was capable of, she's making 
wonderful strides in self-discovery." 
Closer to home, we have Loida 
Nicolas Lewis, whose late husband, 
Reginald F. Lewis, was the first 
black American to acquire and run a 
billion dollar company, TLC 
Beatrice Holdings. Ms. Lewis, a 
Philippine-born lawyer who now 
heads the company, told me it wasn't 
easy to take over after Reginald's 
death. "Although 1 was certainly 
qualified, since I had been working 
with my husband all these years," 
she said, "there were some who felt 
a woman would not be up to the 
demands of the job." 
Loida has since more than proven 
just how right she was: TLC Beatrice 
International continues to grow 
under her direction. (P.S. Reginald 
Lewis's book, "Why Should White 
Guys Have all the Fun?" now in 
paperback, is a primer for success in 
areas once off limits for many, in­
cluding women as well as 
minorities.) 
©1996 by King Features Synd. 
Top Video Rentals 
1. Braveheart starring Mel Gib­
son (Paramount — Rated: R) Last 
Week: No. I 
2. Babe James Cromwell 
(MCAJUniversal — G) No. 2 
3. Seven Brad Pitt (Turner — R) 
No. 3 
4. Devil In A Blue Dress Denzel 
Washington (Columbia TriStar — 
R) New Entry 
5. Ace Ventura: When Nature 
Calls Jim Carrey (Warner — PG-13) 
No. 5 
6. Strange Days Ralph Fiennes 
(FoxVideo — R) New Entry 
7. Home For The Holidays Holly 
Hunter (PolyGram — KPG-13) New 
Entry 
8. The Usual Suspects Stephen 
Baldwin (PolyGram — R) No. 6 
9. Assassins Sylvester Stallone 
(Warner — R) No. 4 
10. Dangerous Minds Michelle 
Pfieffer (Buena Vista — R) No. 9 
11. A Walk In The Clouds Keanu 
Reeves (FoxVideo — R) No. 7 
12. Copycat Holly Hunter 
(Warner — R) No. 8 
13. To Wong Foo: Thanks For 
Everything, Julie Newmar Patrick 
Swayze (MCA/Universal — PG-13) 
No. 10 
14. Under Siege 2: Dark Ter­
ritory Steven Seagal (Warner — R) 
No. 12 
15. Operation Dumbo Drop 
Danny Glover (Buena Vista — P G) 
No. 20 
16. Muriel's Wedding Toni Col-
lette (Buena Vista — R ) No. 16 
17. Clockers Mekhi Phifer 
(MCA/Universal — R) No. 14 
18 .  The  Prophecy  Chr i s t opher  
Walken (Buena Vista — R) No. 15 
